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ABSTRACT

Transgender identities, with or without surgical changes are
produced by individual decisions which resonate nevertheless
with a series of information deficits and also spill from the
biophysical effects of artificial sources of contamination. Findings
from other researchers and the author's experience are brought
together to prove the point.
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The first theorizations by John Money followed
the increases in birth defects after World War 2
from the early days of the nuclear industry with
its many leakages, especially from mining and
milling, and atmospheric test fallout ; the rise in
birth defects in general includes a rise in sexual
birth defects that include hermaphroditism, a
starting base for the issue. Endocrine disorders
are another common after effect from internal
contamination with alpha emitting nanoparticles
as they reach the hormone producing glands
and damage their functioning [1] (either necrosis,
or uncontrolled proliferation from bystander
effect [2] – for instance, in [3] it is noted a very
significant decrease in testosterone levels in
uranium miners vs. unexposed controls) – see
also [4] on traumatic brain injury, [5] on
schizophrenia and [6] on thyroid hormone
disruption.
Endocrine disorders are most crucial in gender
identity disorders. An exceptional case was
found by the author as he wandered not far from
the unfamous Sauclières tunnel which was used
as a firing range for depleted uranium shells in
the 1990s and where a number of rounds
escaped the tamper and exploded in nature,
spraying depleted uranium. The area suffers
from environmental damage from the depleted
uranium and a local publicly-funded health
survey [7] has shown a significant level of
premature deaths, high levels of cardiovascular
diseases, very high levels of mental disorders,
among other things. A woman living in a farming
exploitation in the area was seen by the author
with a very overgrown mouth pilosity (a dozen
moustache hairs that had grown exactly like cat
whiskers). Another interpretation of the gender
identity
disorder
where
guns
replace
dysfunctional penises in men easily explains the
recent rogue shooter case (Valentin Marcone) in
the exact same area. Valentin Marcone had a
training range that structurally replied to the
closed Tunnel de Sauclières. The Tunnel de
Sauclières, under a hilltop, let escape DU rounds
across a valley, rounds exploded sometimes on
the other side of the valley ; Valentin Marcone
1
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elaborated a sniper training range from his flat in
a small building that had its target on the other
side of the valley among trees. As a woodworker
in the area he was very exposed to depleted
uranium (a visit by the author two years ago
proved the still acute levels of depleted uranium
dust in this inhabited area between Ganges,
Dourbies and the tunnel in particular). Marcone
associated himself mentally to the Army, even
signing a military petition just before his
rampage, while he obviously knew of the tunnel
since he reproduced it with his sniper gun, but
also posed as a victim and rebel on social
networks. To lead a community rebellion he had
to be strongly contaminated and this certainly
created the schizophrenic process presented in
[5]
with the case of 210Po in cigarettes. As the
military has since the end of 2020 undertaken
the dismantling of depleted uranium weapons he
obviously found out he was losing purposes for
rebellion and hence the logical decompensation
of the schizophrenic relation to depleted uranium
dust that he was incorporating gladly for
victimization purposes while hoping to fight it
later for communautarian purposes (with
certainly the occitanist community as political
market) creating the urge to kill as only issue for
his suffering body and escape from
ridiculization. Because since two relations to
depleted uranium conflicted in his mind (hatred,
and potential source of celebrity and income) he
fixated on the weapon and on the tunnel firing
range in particular, had « become » it. Another
similar case can be underlined with a recent
case of death threats against police forces in
Scotland, with a « high powered rifle »
suggested to be used. The case obviously
replies to the Dundrennan firing range and its
local cancer cluster. Is Ms. Nicola Sturgeon
herself suffering from hormone changes (as
suggested by her thick neck and limited feminine
traits) because of depleted uranium exposure as
she goes to Kirkcudbright frequently for
grassroots militantism ? 1 This is a very sure
answer. She hides the firing range like the
political clitoris that she hopes to plant into the
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United Kingdom someday in a master move,
maybe in a live TV debate...
Non-binary people in general also present traits
of schizophrenia in conjunction with hormone
disorders from internal contamination with alpha
emitters. The many sources of contamination
that have been detailed in the author's previous
articles (see also for instance [8] [9]) are as many
possible causations. The deliberate acceptance
of the plural form for self-designation, and
organization thereof, shows actual crystallization
of a peaceful schizophrenic state. The brain has
separated in two and is only happy when
acknowledged as such. Socialism, in its positive
(left-of-center) acceptance is key as well (as
underlined with the issue of welfare checks in [5]
– as well as for V. Marcone above in a nationalsocialist way 2 ) – the choice of being « nonbinary » is directed by the demand for social
recognition, it allows to be part of a group. As for
the contaminating behaviour with cigarette
fumes presented in [5], there is a moral
contaminating behaviour with the specious
« non-binary » concept that is intended for trying
to create mindboggling questioning in others.
The first key factor of sexual differenciation spills
from a combination of issues. The deficit of
public recognition that the clitoris naturally goes
erect exactly as a penis and competes in size
with it is the first problem – that the erect clitoris
can penetrate the man's anus as he penetrates
the vagina is not well known. Spotted hyenas
show the truth that can also be seen for instance
with allosaurus and tyrannosaurus skeletons,
where the rear bone of the allosaurus shows it is
a female T-Rex. This deficit of information,
where the penis is the totem and the clitoris the
taboo, naturally produces as reply the secondbests that are feminine and masculine
homosexuality, and bisexuality. Transgender
people make the deliberate choice of fitting by
changing their bodies to allow their sexuality to
be framed by some of these societal standards.
A woman getting a penis creation surgery is
certainly the final step in the progressive
2

For Valentin Marcone it is expected he read and inspired himself
directly from Sismondi's 1836 Etudes politiques et constitutionnelles
where he advocated for militias - Sismondi's cult of Latin peoples being
also ideal for an occitanist militant.

forgetting of naturality in the body. Going
transgender is a choice, but a choice framed by
a societal context that suffers from a tremendous
knowledge deficit. At one side of the spectrum,
those who make this choice for purposes of
achieving recognition and fame can be
condemned, as opposed to those who have
suffered from a congenital malformation. It is
also true that many men in particular are known
to have an attraction for women with a penis –
prostitution in particular being a way for them to
find satisfaction. This creates also another kind
of incentive for some women questioning
themselves under the effect of internal
contamination
with
alpha
emitting
nanoparticulates, with surgery allowing easy
meeting of many men. Nevertheless is is clear
that these men attracted by women with a penis
suffer from lack of information on the reality of
the clitoris erection.
« Male oppression » does apply partly, with the
lack of societal recognition of the clitoris, but
individual choices are at the end what matters
and after pollution with alpha emitters is dealt
with compensation for surgery choices should
be left to decide to private insurers only.
Education however has to play a significant role.
The depollution on the other hand can create a
degree of profitability with the recycling of alpha
emitters as energy source, allowing for private
businesses to care for that. Even 226Ra and
228Ra from car fumes become fissile after
neutron capture (in direct application of the rule
presented in [10] – as 226Ra and 228Ra are antisqueezed i.e. shuriken in shape [11], they
necessarily become fissile after neutron capture,
there is no alternative), the olive-frame
subcritical concept with a mix of thermal and
rapid neutrons presented in [12] is ideal for their
recycling – indeed the stability of the squeezed
state (fissile) in particular is limited by the relative
low weight of these emitters, only the short-lived
metastable state (i.e. 227mAc for 226Ra) really
can be exploited easily 3 and for this to work
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with a cross section of 200 but there is a half-life gap of 21 years
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thermal and fast neutrons have to coexist which
is why the olive-frame subcritical is ideal.
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